Puppy and Veteran Sweepstakes
Judge James Dickson

It was truly a wonderful experience to judge the Puppy and Veteran Sweepstakes at the 2018 Specialty in Colorado. It was great to go over so many dogs from the western part of the US which I rarely have the opportunity to see. I was very pleased with the depth of quality throughout most of the dogs I examined. Overall, many of the dogs could do the job of a working terrier. Hindquarters were generally strong and sound. Certainly, much better than years ago. Most entries were easily spanned with good pelt. Front assemblies could use improvement with many upright upper arms and shoulders. This along with lack of fore chest results in short choppy steps with minimal reach. There were many lovely broad, flat heads with keen fiery expressions, but too many with not enough breadth

between the ears and eyes along with too much stop and lacking fill through the cheeks and muzzle. Heads are so important in distinguishing the Border from other terriers.

The Specialty Committee did a great job organizing a wonderful show at a great facility. Everyone deserves a big Thank You for all their hard work running such a huge event. A special thanks to my stewards for keeping the ring running efficiently. It was a privilege to judge such a nice entry of Borders. I especially enjoyed watching the bond between the handlers and their Veteran dogs, many of who were obviously happy to give it one more go around.

James Dickson

Junior Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos
1 - FULL THROTTLE’S I’LL TAKE THE HIGH ROAD, RN316744/01. 12/06/2017. BREEDER: Darcy Bartholomay. By GCH Full Throttle’s Serious BIS-Ness-CH Full Throttle’s Wicked Clever. OWNER: Lucinda Harwin Darcy
Bartholomay Ashleigh Coffen.
Nice type, nice head & expression. Good balance & underline. Sounder in front than #2.
Good width of skull. Nice underline, topline and loin. Sound movement.
4 - SHADOWHILLS NO FOOLING, RN320072/02. 02/23/2018. BREEDER: Tim Carey. By CH Shadowhills Wild Blue Yonder-Ch Joteel's Foolin Around At Shadowhills. OWNER: Tim Carey.

Junior Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos
1/OSJ/OSS - REDGATE’S MOONSTRUCK, RN315119/01. 10/19/2019. BREEDER: Judith Rivers. By Ch Foxrun Harvest Moon-Ch Redgate's All About Eve. OWNER: Judith Rivers
2 - ELWHA’S TRAVELER TO CHARBO, RN316326/01. 09/11/2017. BREEDER: Charlotte Metzler. By Akenside Cumin-Aella Iz Pesni Lovchiva. OWNER: Charlotte & Gordon Ware
Kittle-Bee Wildweed Honey Badger-CH Otterecho Mistress of Katana.
3 - TILTED KILT TURBO-CHARGED KING OF THE CASCADES, RN310227/02. 07/12/2017. BREEDER: Catherine C DePriest. By Gch Ch Tilted Kilt I'm The Taxman-Ch Tilted Kilt Blues After Midnight. OWNER: Heather Wingate & Catherine C DePriest.

Senior Dogs 12 Months & Under 15 Months
Dead sound. Nice free movement. Good topline and tail. Lovely head with nice expression.
Nice outline. Not as free movement going around. Could use more bend of stifle.
3 - AURCLAN HANS SOLO, RN313298/01. 06/20/2017. BREEDER: Nancy Hembrow. By Gch Ch Redgate's Scoutmaster-Aurclan Taming Of The Shrew Chic. OWNER: Nancy Hembrow.

Senior Dogs 15 Months & Under 18 Months
Very sound. Lovely broad head.
2 - MCHILLS ZINGER'S MEMORIAL WIN, RN307925/01. 04/05/2017. BREEDER: Hillary Zimmerman & Peter Holson. By Gch Ch Kernow A Dog Named George-Ch McHill's Totally Tweed. OWNER: Ryan Lockard.
3 - CH' MEADOWLAKE MIDNIGHT RIDER, RN306448/03. 04/04/2017. BREEDER: Karen E Fitzpatrick & Patty Martin. By Ch Cedarhill No Excuse Needed-Gch Ch

4 - SPECTRE’S CHOSEN ONE TKN CGC. RN306593/02. 04/02/2017. BREEDER: Marilyn and Philip Hammond. By GchB Ch Meadowlake Fontainbleau Bn Rn Oa Oaj-Spectre’s Field Games. OWNER: Molly and James Campbell.


2 - CH RANGEL FIZZING WHIZBEES RATN DJ CGCA TKP. RN309014/03. 02/11/2017. BREEDER: Ariana Rangel & Peter Holson. By GCH CH Meadowlake Smash-CH McHill’s Wild @ Heart. OWNER: Lisa Jury.

Nice coat. good condition. Nice fore chest. Not as good behind.


Senior Dogs 21 Months & Under 24 Months 1 - GCH CH KITTLE BEE GAME THEORY. RN302211/03. 10/10/2017. BREEDER: Jennifer Smith & Terri & Richard Richey. By Gch Ch Playmoore Jonny Quest-Ch Kittle-Bee Original Finish. OWNER: Jennifer Smith.

Nice broad skull. Good topline. Won on reach and drive.


Head & expression good. Could move better in front. Could have shown better.


Nice expression, big teeth. Proper length of rib. Nicely balanced.


Broad skull, nice strong teeth. Balanced, typey. Moved nice around. Lost on front soundness


4 - STANDISH’S THERE’S A FULL MOON OVER TULSA. RN318707/03. 02/02/2018. BREEDER: Joyce Standish. By Gch Ch Kernow A Dog Named George-Ch Standish’s Lunar Calendar. OWNER: B Rose S Rose M Hanson & K Dunsworth.


Nice body type and topline. Sound up and down, free side gait. Won on movement. Broad head. Lovely condition.


4 - WICKLOW ABBEY ROAD. RN315372/01. 10/12/2017. BREEDER: Tom McCarthy. By GCHB Thistlepatch The Highlander JE CAA DCAT-GCH Wicklow Mad As A Hatter At Cordonblue. OWNER: Tom McCarthy.


Nice head, flat skull. Good feet. Proper body type. Moved freer than #2, more reach and drive.

2 - CH WYNOT BE OF GOOD CHEER. RN311765/02. 07/25/2017. BREEDER: Katherine B. Shorter. By GCH Meadowlake Dark Side of the Moon-GCH Meadowlake I’ll Have Another. OWNER: Yelena Sekach.

Nice head. Longer body. Sound up and down. Close call.

3 - SUREFYRE’S TINY DANCER. RN309186/01. 06/28/2017. BREEDER: Constance Bartlett. By GCHS Ch Surefyre's Benny And The Jets RN SE-Ch Surefyre's Peace Offering. OWNER: Constance Bartlett & Gail Wood.


Broad skull, nice expression. Nicer going around, very sound. Lovely condition.


Similar to first. Eyes close together, more stop. Too much tuck up. Less angulation in front. Not in good coat. Similar to first. Lost on expression, underline, coat condition and front angulation.
3 - CRICKET HILL ROYAL WITCH. RN309388/01.
05/16/2017. BREEDER: Dawn B Kelley and Hannah Ruffner.
By CH Woodberry's Royal Heir Apparent NA OAJ NF ME-
Cricket Hill Bewitched JE. OWNER: Dawn B Kelley and
Hannah Ruffner.

4 - BENDYWOOD'S BLOWING IN THE WIND.
RN309840/01. 05/08/2018. BREEDER: Betsy Kirkpatrick &
Cindy Pebbles. By Ch Mach Bramble Pocket Full Of Stars-Ch
Bendywood's Dancing In The Wind. OWNER: Betsy
Kirkpatrick & Cindy Pebbles.

Senior Bitches 18 Months & Under 21 Months
1/BSR/BSS - CH BANNERKIN'S RAIN DANCER.
RN303530/02. 02/09/2017. BREEDER: Becky Graham &
Rhonda Martins. By Bannerkin's Time Traveler-GCHB Ch
Gemstone's Paragon SE. OWNER: Charlotte E & Gordon
Ware & Becky Graham.
Flat skull, good distance between eyes. Well angulated front.
Lovely blue coat. Sound moving, around & up and down. Good
Won on good fore-chest.

2 - -CH MEADOWLAKE CRYSTAL HEAD. RN304947/01.
01/24/2017. BREEDER: K Fitzpatrick & K Courtelis. By CH
Cedarhill No Excuse Needed-CH Meadowlake Slightly
Sinful. OWNER: Karen Fitzpatrick & S Munjoy.
Strong head, broad skull. Hocks well let down. Could move
better going away. Underline could be more level.

3 - BANNERKIN'S RIGHT AS RAIN. RN303530/03.
02/09/2017. BREEDER: B Graham & R Martins. By
Bannerkin's Time Traveler-GCHB CH Gemstone's Paragon
SE. OWNER: Leslie Sprando.

4 - TOPSHELF COME AND SEE THE SHOW.
RN301629/01. 12/07/2016. BREEDER: Joye & Tom Ford. By
Ch Mach2 Otterwise Jeremiah MJG MXF T2B2 ME RATS-Ch
Topshelf's Big Bang Theory. OWNER: Joye & Tom Ford.

Senior Bitches 21 Months & Under 24 Months
1 - GCH CH MEADOWLAKE REKINDLED SPARK OF
GUSTO. RN302620/02. 11/24/2016. BREEDER: Karen E
Fitzpatrick & Cynthia Olson & Debra Steele. By GchP Ch
Meadowlake Dark Side Of The Moon-Ch Gusto Glitter In The
Air At Meadowlake NAJ OA. OWNER: Cyndi Olson.
Lovely topline. Little deep in chest with too much tuck up.
Sound mover, good condition. Showed well, great attitude.

2 - GCH CH GEMSTONES GUNS N ROSES @ UPS N
DOWNS SE R. RN299722/01. 10/15/2016. BREEDER:
Rhonda Martins & Steinhoff. By CH Ups N Downs Out'ta My
Way AXJ ME RATCH-GCH CH Greley's Annie Get Your Gun
JE. OWNER: Linda & Les Steinhoff
Nice flat skull. Lovely feet. Front movement could be better.
Lost on blown coat.

3 - CH PLAYMOOR IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE.
RN302211/01. 10/10/2016. BREEDER: Terri & Richard &
Rebecca Richey & Jennifer Smith. By Gch Ch Playmoor Jonny
Quest-Ch Kittle-Bee Original Finish. OWNER: Terry &
Richard & Rebecca Richey.

4 - CH OTT TO BE ROCKIN' THE LOUBOUTINS
JE. RN300182/01. 11/03/2016. BREEDER: Sarah Kennedy and
Star Ott. By Ch Kandu's On The Move-Ch Ott To Be American
Blues. OWNER: Star Ott.
Veterans

Dogs 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs .
First two were 2 different type dogs, both quality animals.


4 - CH WILDWOOD MINI COOPER CAPERS AT HALO Se. RN206195/01. 04/19/2010. BREEDER: Rachel Leist & Annette Neff. By Ch Wildwood Butterbur AX AXJ NF RE-Ch Wildwood Rose Cotton CD RAE. OWNER: Marcia Johnson & Annette Neff.

Dogs 10 Years & Under 13 Years .


Bitches 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs .


3 - GCH CH KITTLE-BEE WILDESTYLE RED. RN225041/04. 05/12/2011. BREEDER: Jennifer Smith. By Ch Kittle-Bee Paint The Town-Ch Elwha Lil' Miss Ottertude.

OWNER: Jennifer Smith.


Bitches 7 Yrs & Under 13 Years .


3 - CH CHARBO'S WHATSOEVER LOLA WANTS. RN138293/05. 04/08/2007. BREEDER: Charlotte E & Gordon Ware. By Gch Ch Sunrise King Of Swings JE SE-Ch Charbo's Star Traveler. OWNER: Charlotte E & Gordon Ware.

4 - GLEN ECHO LADY BUG RN. RN126572/06. 09/16/2006. BREEDER: Kay Deines. By Ch Otley's English Gent-Ch Geshan's Merry Meter Maid. OWNER: Kay L Deines.

Bitches 13 Yrs & Older .